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Upvote: Â· Downvote: Â· Added: 9/13/2018 9/13/2018 9/13/2018 Nvidia is the latest company to join
the graphics card market boom as the gaming company announced the latest Titan V, the high-end

graphics card which will hit the market in November. Earlier today, Nvidia CEO Jen-Hsun Huang
shared a new slide of the Titan V on stage during a press conference in the Dallas video game trade

show. While it may lack the presence of AMDâ��s new Turing based RX 5500 series of graphics
cards, the Titan V is offered at a higher MSRP of $1,200 (Â£1,200) or $1,000 (Â£1,000) if it is

bundled with a Titan XD graphics card. This is the Titan Vâ��s final MSRP before the card hits retail
in November and it comes with 12GB of GDDR6 memory and a 14nm GPU. The Titan V features

12GB of GDDR6 memory along with a full array of Nvidiaâ��s Pascal graphics processors. This setup
allows the Titan V to hit 4,096 CUDA cores along with 144 texture mapping units and 48 ROPs to

power out over 28 TFLOPS of graphics processing performance. This is similar to the Titan X Pascal
where the graphics card had 12GB of GDDR5 memory, a base clock of 1,000MHz while the boost

clock maxed out at 1,150MHz. It also has a feature called NV Link, allowing gamers to connect two
Titan V graphics cards to each other in SLI mode. They can also connect the Titan V graphics card to
the Titan XD card in dual-fan cooling configuration. Nvidia also included a switchable full-array LED
backlight for an extra glow. The Titan V has Nvidiaâ��s latest NN (Nyquist Noise) and TU104 GPU

chip that features 2560 CUDA cores and an 11GB of GDDR6 memory. The Titan V also has
Nvidiaâ��s new Dynamic Super Resolutions, which automatically scale up and down the display to a
higher refresh rate to improve gaming performance. It will come with a removable backplate as well.

The Titan V is 20 percent faster than the Titan X Pascal, but it comes at a higher cost. The Titan V
also has a price c6a93da74d
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